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**Abstract**—The assessment of the potential of the innovative development of a territory is seen as an important and crucial problem exciting all the international community. In different time periods the potential of the innovative development was studied by L.S. Blyakhman, V.P. Efimov, K.M. Misko and others. However for the present moment there is no universal approach to the determination of the level of the potential of the innovative development of a territory.

The basic goal of the research is the development of the informational tools for the systematic assessment of the potential of the innovative development of a territory.

During the research the complex and systematic approach were used within which the methods of the comparative, retrospective, statistical and criteria analysis were used.

The suggested methodology of the assessment of the potential of the innovative development of a territory is based on the research of qualitative and quantitative indices using the method of the hierarchies’ analysis. The components of the potential of the innovative development of a territory are the following ones: natural and territorial, industrial, scientific and technical, educational, investment, infrastructural, organizational and managerial, cultural and historical, informational potentials. For the automatic data processing of the assessment of the potential of the innovative development of a territory working books in the Microsoft Excel Software were created that allows implementing the author methodology relative to any territory. The efficiency of the expert survey is achieved by means of use of the cloud service Google Disk.
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**INTRODUCTION**

For the moment the pace and the character of the social and economic development of a territory mainly depend on the level of its potential of the innovative development. At the same time one of contemporary tendencies is the fact that very often the leadership in the competition between regions win not the territories that initially had some advantages connected with the availability of scarce or unique resources but the territories whose leaders could create favourable conditions for the development, efficient and rational use of available resources and for the attraction of exterior ones. In this respect the assessment of the level of the potential of the innovative development of a territory seems to be an important and crucial problem. The goal of the research is the creation of informational tools for a systematic assessment of the potential of the innovative development of a territory.

**ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL OF THE INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF A TERRITORY**

The existing approaches to the assessment of the level of the potential of the innovative development of a territory (resource, resource and procedural, resulting, combined, competence, social ones [1-4 and others]) do not allow to estimate fully all the factors that influence its level. That’s why the attempt was made to offer the author’s approach for the solution of the problem mentioned above. In particular, the system of factors influencing the development of territories was formed, their description was made. On the basis of the showed factors and indicators of the innovative development the author’s methodology of the assessment of the innovative development of a territory was developed. The attempt to render the process automated was made. As a result it became possible to determine not only the level of the potential of the innovative development of a territory but also the degree of the genius of the territory. In the author’s opinion every territory can pretend to be genius at a competent and efficient management of a unique set of...
available and attracted resources of the region. The genius of a territory is supposed to be firstly revealed, then formed and after that developed in the way that the territory becomes exceptional. There are examples (Japan, the United Arab Emirates and other countries) when the territory without having unique natural resources in the beginning achieved considerable results in the sphere of social and economic development. The territory cannot be found genius as it has unique peculiarities that are clear and attractive for residents, business community and they are used efficiently in the maximal way.

Thus, in order to characterize the territory as a genius one it needs to have a number of basic potentials or to have uncontestable advantages in one or several of them including:

- natural and territorial potential including an advantageous geographic situation (location of a territory relative to city agglomerations, federal borders, capital of the state and large strategically important megapolis and others); natural conditions (types and unique character of natural resources, volume of extraction and deposits of natural resources, total surface of the territory, forests, surface of lands and arable lands, surface of undeveloped territories, landscape of the territory, availability of the resources of the animal world, availability and quality of unique natural resources (medical mud, mineral waters and so on); climatic conditions (type of climate, temperature regime, precipitation, wind, humidity, mist); ecological conditions (quality of sources and the level of the air pollution, volume of sewage waters, polluted emissions into the atmosphere, quantity of refuse, class of danger of refuse, ways of stacking and recycling and so on);
- industrial potential including the condition of the industrial complex (index of the industrial production, condition of fixed assets, capital productivity, level of the innovative activity of enterprises, index of activity in the energy saving and so on); condition of the construction industry; condition of agriculture;
- R&D (scientific and technical) potential (R&D funding, quality of scientific and research organizations, quantity of the stuff in the sphere of research, quality and quantity of innovative projects and so on);
- educational potential (quantity and efficiency of higher educational institutions, percentage of lecturers of higher educational institutions with the highest qualification (doctors and candidates of sciences), volume of funding of the education, quality and availability of the educational services and so on);
- investment potential (volume of investments into capital assets, volume of foreign investments, level of investment capacity, level of investment adaptive capacity and so on);
- infrastructural potential including the condition of the transport infrastructure (length and quality of automobile roads and railroads, naval waterways, availability of transportation by automobile, railway, water transport and so on); condition of communal infrastructure (level of equipment of houses, density of communal nets of the suburban zone, volume of services in water supply, water removal, heat supply, volume of refuse removal and so on); condition of social infrastructure (quantity of hospitals, volume of financing in the sphere of healthcare, quantity of museums, art galleries, art halls, theatres, cinema theatres, clubs, libraries, volume of financing in the sphere of culture, quantity of sports institutions and so on); condition of the tourist infrastructure (quantity of hotels, hostels, sanatoriums, pensions), average quantity per year of tourists and so on.
- organizational and managerial potential (quantity and quality of the realized target programs of the development of the territory, percentage of expenses for the implementation of target programs in the city budget, quantity of developed and approved normative and legislative papers in the sphere of the development of the territory and so);
- labour potential including social and demographic conditions (quantity of population, level of natural birth and life expectancy of population); labour conditions (employment of the working population of the suburban zone, coefficient of permanency, percentage of the employed population with higher education); standard of life of population (level of monetary income of the population, level of the minimal cost of living, index of consumer prices, average pension, average surface of dwelling units and so on);
- cultural and historic potential (quantity and quality of historic sights, quantity and quality of unique cultural sites, quantity of cultural traditions, quantity of unique fairy tales and so on);
- informational potential (percentage of users having access to the Internet, level of the provision of the population with mobile telephones, personal computers, quality and quantity of TV programs, radio stations, published newspapers and journals, regional informational, educational and internet resources (sites) and so on).

The author methodology of the assessment of the potential of the innovative development of the territory is based on the method of the analysis of hierarchies [5] and includes such levels of the research like target, factors, criteria, indices of the assessment and the territory itself (figure 1).

The table processor Microsoft Excel was used for the informational provision of the calculation of the level of factors and the potential of the innovative potential of a territory. The created working books that were made to implement the author methodology for the assessment of the innovative potential of the development of a territory. Besides at the realization of the operational survey of experts the form using the cloud service Google Disk was created. The access to the questionnaire could be realized using the link that was sent to all the experts via e-mail. The results of the on-line survey were accumulated in the Excel form of the space Google Disk. The processing of these materials allowed getting the total picture of the condition of the potential of the innovative development of the studied territories.
The approval of the elaborated methodology of the assessment of the potential of the innovative development of the territory and the informational tools was made using the information of large suburban zones of the Southern federal district of Russia in the Astrakhan, Volgograd, Rostov regions and Krasnodar kray.

In the process of the approval of the methodology of the potential assessment of the innovative development of suburban zones the statistical data was gathered and matrices of binary relation of values in 139 indices of the assessment of the factor potential of the innovative potential of the territory were made. After that the binary comparison of the studied suburban zones was made. The assessment of the level of factors of the potential of the innovative potential of the territorial development was realized. Besides the procedure of the synthesis of local priorities vectors was realized. A number of local priorities from the matrix of binary comparisons was chosen and they express the influence of a relative number of the multitude of indices on the factor. The values of the vectors of local priorities of the matrix of binary comparisons of territories using the indices of the potential assessment of the innovative development were found. For the calculation of the integral level of the potential of the innovative development of the territory the procedure of the synthesis of the resulting vectors of priorities in accordance with the level of its factors was used. For the adjustment of the correctness of use of the method of hierarchies analysis and for the assessment of the developed model indices,

FIG. 1. PATTERN OF THE ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL OF THE INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF A TERRITORY
The realized research showed that the suburban zone of the Rostov region has the highest potential of the innovative development of the territory in the Southern federal district. This fact is explained by the leadership in such potential factors as scientific and technical, educational and informational potentials. A high level of the potential of the innovative development of a territory has a number of measures concerning the development of the region. In modern conditions the use of some territories (large inefficient industries) impede an efficient and rational use of the territory as well as the social and economic development of the region. In modern conditions the intensification of the process of suburban development is explained by the following circumstances:

- availability of a large number of rarely built-up or free territories of suburban zones;
- comparatively low cost of property, low rent of industrial apartments (buildings), dwelling units;
- lower tax and tariff rates used in suburban zones;
- beneficial ecological situation in suburban zones;
- increase of the automobiles rate and the development of other transport communications;
- opportunity of a precise spatial division, creation of functional zones;
- necessity of modernization of the construction base of the soviet period;
- refuse of the highly dense multilevel buildings;
- possible location of mobile innovative highly precise industries and so on.

**Conclusion**

Thus the informational tools for the assessment of the potential of the innovative development of territories allows estimating in an integrated way the existing and potential opportunities of a region and to determine the direction of the successful development of territories. The basic components of the potential of the innovative development of a territory are the natural and territorial potential, industrial, scientific and technical, educational, investment, infrastructural, organizational and managerial, cultural and historic, informational potentials.
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